Share the good news, bring others to faith, protect the persecuted: the first Lambeth Call

Every Christian has a vital role to play in sharing their faith with others, first Call issued by Anglican Bishops from across the world at Lambeth Conference says
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Living in Love and Faith Next Steps Group Statement on the Lambeth Calls

The 2022 Lambeth Conference has published ten draft Calls that will form the backbone of the Conference proceedings.
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United in prayer — bishops from around the world join in global chorus at Lambeth Conference opening service

Languages from every corner of the world echo around Canterbury Cathedral as bishops from across Anglican Communion join in Lord's prayer.
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Daily Prayer podcast celebrates 1,000th episode

A free service bringing the ancient monastic cycle of daily prayer to millions of modern listeners has broadcast its 1,000th episode.
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Choir Churches to be funded as part of projects to spread the Christian faith

Children are to get a chance to learn music in the English choral tradition as part of plans by the Church of England to inspire young people to learn about the Christian faith, it was announced.
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Journalists can contact the press office on 020 78981326 (07774 800212 at evenings and weekends) or email comms@churchofengland.org.
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**How “Messy Church” helped start a new worshipping community**
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- Sunday School
Choir church opens up whole new world of opportunity and learning for children

Bubble church set up during pandemic restrictions to receive funding for expansion
Music producer-turned-priest puts on DJ-led worship services
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